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THANK
YOU
Dear Super Stars Friends and Supporters:

To the amazingly capable, committed and inspiring Super Stars
Literacy staff and the hundreds of volunteers and donors who
invested their precious time, boundless energy and significant
financial contributions during our last fiscal year which made
it possible for Super Stars Literacy to help over 700 children
learn how to read last year.
This past year, the thematic backdrop for our annual Gala was
the much-loved children’s book, Harold and the Purple Crayon.
Harold is a curious child who has the power to create a world
of his own by simply drawing with his purple crayon. This
simple but amazingly powerful book inspires us because being
able to read enables each of us to imagine, create, explore and
learn about worlds which are closed to us unless we can read.
Words on a page are like Harold’s blank piece of paper—empty
and meaningless until the magical time when a child can pick
up a book or read a BART map or the back of a cereal box-and can understand what the words mean and where they can
take him or her in that moment, and forever.

Super Stars Literacy
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Every child can learn how to read and achieve success in school
and life but many children face obstacles which compromise
their opportunities. Poverty, exposure to trauma, minority status
and significant educational inequities are all factors which put
the education of our precious children at risk.
SSL is committed to breaking this cycle by bringing significant
educational resources to children in high need communities.
• Our highly trained professional staff and AmeriCorps 		
leaders deliver intensive after school and in-school
literacy interventions and instructional strategies.
• Our teaching staff intentionally focus on the social 		
emotional development of the children in our classrooms.
• Family engagement is a foundational aspect of SSL		
programming as we strive to build a safe, caring, inclusive
and nurturing environment both for our students and
their families
What we do works! During the 2016-1017 fiscal year, 97% of SSL
students improved performance in one key social emotional skill;
94% of SSL students’ families participated in one or more SSL
event and most importantly, we taught children how to read!
• 48% of our children were reading at grade level by year end
• 98% of our children showed literacy growth year over year
• 33% showed accelerated growth in reading—the growth
necessary to “catch up” from starting so far behind their peers
Again, THANK YOU.
Super Stars Literacy

Each of you plays an integral role in the lives of these
children. We cannot open the doors to the world
for, and with these children without you. We believe
that when a child learns to read, they transform their
lives. Thank you for sharing this abiding belief and for
making magic a reality.
With deep appreciation,

CARLA KOREN

PRESIDENT AND BOARD CHAIR

When a child learns to
read, they are empowered
to transform their future.
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About Super Stars Literacy
Super Stars Literacy (SSL) partners with schools in under-resourced communities to provide extended learning
intervention to at-risk K-2nd grade students. We focus on K-2nd because a child who cannot read proficiently by 3rd
grade is at least four times as likely to later drop out of school. So it is imperative that we catch them before they get
to the 3rd grade to help their chances exponentially.
Our goal is for students to develop the literacy and social-emotional skills that are the foundation for transformative
academic success, to foster greater personal and community opportunity and growth. The school site based
program includes daily after school programming led by trained AmeriCorps members, in-school reading
intervention coordinated with students’ school-day teachers, and family engagement activities which help parents
and caregivers support their children’s reading development and facilitate school-family connections.
Originally created as a service project of the Junior League of Oakland-East Bay, Inc, the Super Stars Literacy
Program was launched at a single Oakland school in 2002. SSL received its own non-profit status in 2008, and is a
proudly active in public elementary schools throughout Oakland.

Super Stars Literacy - About Super Stars Literacy
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Putting Students at the Center

28

AMERICORPS MEMBERS
Provided daily in-school
and after-school instructions

Super Stars Literacy - Putting Students at the Center

7

SCHOOL SITES
Partnered with SSL to refer and
support their struggling students

887

STUDENTS
Participated in the SSL program,
receiving an average of 80 hour of
in-school intervention and 430 hours
of after-school programming
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28

FAMILY EVENTS
Provided opportunities for parents to
learn about reading resources and work
with their child on literacy activities

Super Stars Literacy - Putting Students at the Center

1

NEW PILOT PROGRAM
Provided intensive year-end literacy
support through the Homework Help
Clinic at Bridge Housing

357

VOLUNTEERS
Worked with students in the
after-school program or served
on the committees
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42

74+

75

92

Exceeded growth
targets Improving by
more than the national
standard for yearly
literacy growth

Are English language
learners as compared
to 21% statewide and
in the county

In our program eligible
for free & reduced lunch
(evidence of being at
the poverty level) as
compared to 58% in
California and 43% in
Alameda County

Improved literacy skills
Exceeded our literacy
outcome goal

PERCENT OF
THE CHILDREN

Super Stars Literacy - Putting Students at the Center

PERCENT OF
THE CHILDREN

PERCENT OF
THE CHILDREN

PERCENT OF
THE CHILDREN
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In Oakland Unified School District—by 3rd
grade, only 3% of English learners and 18%
SED (socio-economically disadvantaged)
are proficient.
In sharp contrast, 44% of Super Stars
participants in our Oakland schools were at
grade level by the end of the school year.

Super Stars Literacy - Putting Students at the Center
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Our Super Stars
Our AmeriCorps Group Leaders help students to
grow and develop their skills over the course of a year.
Featured here are two of our Super Stars.

JORDAN
I saw my younger self in one of my students. Jordan
had a good heart, but he rarely smiled when it came to
reading and showed anxiety during literacy activities.
He avoided reading with his friends and would often
give up on a book. However, the class took well to
our social-emotional and literacy activities and he
gained confidence throughout the year. The students
understood that they each had their own path and
could write their own narrative. Jordan no longer felt
embarrassed once he knew he was supported and he
worked hard on the lesson plans Super Stars provided
for him.
EVAN ROBINSON

Super Stars Literacy - Our Super Stars
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JUN
At the beginning of first grade, Jun did not read or speak
in English. With the newness of the language and school
environment, his story was filled with potential. Our interactions
in the daytime were first spent playing nonverbally, relying
on tic-tac-toe with alphabet letters and sight words. Despite
the language difference, in after school, he was confident
and willing to help his fellow Super Star with math, his best
subject. Navigating this transitional period with him, his
parents, and his teachers, I witnessed Jun traded his silent tic
tac toe competitions into joyful reading partnerships with his
classmates. By weaving himself into the Super Stars community
through his strengths, Jun found space to begin speaking
and reading in his second language. From not knowing the
language to reading in English at grade level by the end of
the year, Jun’s narrative became one of resiliency
and transformation.
JENNIFER CAMPBELL

Super Stars Literacy
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Connecting for
Literacy
Family Engagement is a cornerstone
of our work—95% of SSL families
participated in one or more SSL events.
66% of families participated in two or
more events. Why does this matter?

•

Access to quality out-of-school learning

12

opportunities and supports is inequitably
distributed along socio-economic lines.
This inequity contributes both to achievement
gaps and to decreased chances that economically
and otherwise disadvantaged children will reach
their full potential.
•

There are contextual barriers to family involvement
with schools, particularly for communities of color,
immigrants, and families facing financial stress.

•

There are over 40 years of steadily accumulating
evidence that family involvement is one of the
strongest predictors of children’s school success,
and that families play pivotal roles in their children’s
cognitive, social and emotional development.

•

Research shows that low-income families have
fewer opportunities for involvement and are, less

“Estoy orgullosa de mi hija porque con la ayuda
del personajea mejorado en lectura y muchas
cosas mas gracias al personae de SSL.”

“I am very proud of my

involved in many ways. Differences in opportunities

daughter because she has

for family involvement precipitate or exacerbate

improved so much thanks to

unequal educational opportunities and outcomes.

the help of the SSL staff.”
OAKLAND PARENT

Super Stars Literacy - Family Engaging Quotes
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•

Poverty produces barriers for families to have

There is emerging evidence that the families

consistent, positive, prolonged engagement

most at risk also benefit the most (Fuligni,

with schools, which prevents the cultivation

Brooks-Gunn, & Berlin 2003; Layzer, Goodson,

of social and cultural capital for advancement.

Bernstein & Price 2001).

Historically, schools often are limited in their
efforts to consistently engage families and create
opportunities for connection.
•

•

Children most in need of educational capital are

•
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Interventions that specifically promote family
involvement in reading and literacy during early
childhood have demonstrated more evidence
of success.

least likely to have access to it.
•

Some studies find that when disadvantaged
parents do get involved, children benefit from this
involvement more than their middle-class peers.

•

Family involvement in after-school and summer

“Gracias al programa mi hija a mejorado en
la lectura en ingles”

learning can leverage involvement in other

Thanks to the program, my

complementary learning settings such as schools,

daughter has improved in

and it can lead to families’ both encouraging and
reading more with their children. (Furstenberg,
cook, Eccles, Elder, & Ameroff, 1999; US Dept of

reading English.
PARENT, BRIDGES ACADEMY

Education 2003)
•

Positive school-family relationships promote
information sharing, convey to children the
importance of education, and increase children’s
educational expectations and achievement. (Falbo
et al., 2001)

Super Stars Literacy
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Demographics
Studies of a population based
on factors such as age, race, sex,
economic status, level of education,
income level and employment,
among others. Demographics are

SUBGROUP
POPULATIONS

used by governments, corporations
and non-government organizations
to learn more about a population’s
characteristics for many purposes.

79%
9%
9%
3%
Super Stars Literacy - Demographics

HISPANIC - LATINO
AFRICAN AMERICAN
ASIAN
WHITE
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LINGUISTIC
POPULATIONS

74%
24%
2%

Super Stars Literacy - Demographics

ENGLISH LEARNING
ENGLISH ONLY
OTHER

ENROLLMENT
BY GRADE

46%
28%
29%

FIRST
SECOND
KINDERGARTEN
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What’s New?

We are stronger in collaboration

ADVOCACY FORUMS

SANAM JORJANI

Super Stars Literacy was proud to host its first ever

than competition.
OAKLAND LITERACY COALITION

Education Forum: “Closing the Gap: Challenges and
Possibilities in Public Education,” hosted by non-profit
ranking tool, Guidestar, in downtown Oakland.

With support from our host, we dialogued and
debated with a range of committed education
advocates including:

I hope to see more of this type of
galvanizing leadership from Super Stars
Literacy. Bringing their community,
supporters, and partners together will
deepen collective partnership to advance
literacy for our earliest learners.
RHONNEL SOTELO
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, THE ROGERS FAMILY FOUNDATION

Super Stars Literacy - What’s New?

RHONNEL SOTELO
Executive Director, Rogers Family Foundation
TAISON KWAMILELE
Director of Communication and Education Liaison,
Congresswoman Barbara Lee
DAVID SILVER
Director of Education, Office of the Mayor, Oakland
SANAM JORJANI
Co-Director of the Oakland Literacy Coalition
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The panelists emphasized repeatedly the importance
of continuing and deepening conversation and
collaboration among community advocates,
particularly in regarding anticipated declines in
federal funding.
Taison Kwamilele emphasized that even with all
the challenges facing the schools in Oakland, there
are numerous student success stories that should
be celebrated and noted. David Silver noted the
possibilities of public-private partnerships to inspire
and create deeper opportunities for students. Sanam
Jorjani emphasized the importance of collaboration
in response to perceived scarcity.

If we pit issues and causes against
one another, we will all lose. We need
to create a narrative that is inclusive
and responsive.
TAISON KWAMILELE
DIRECTOR OF COMMUNICATION AND EDUCATION
LIAISON, CONGRESSWOMAN BARBARA LEE

SuperStars Literacy continues
to inspire and educate us. As
GuideStar becomes a part of the
Oakland nonprofit community
we’re excited to share our
resources and open our doors to
organizations as impactful as SSL.
JASMINE MARROW
DIRECTOR NON-PROFIT STRATEGY, GUIDESTAR

A special thanks to the College Prep Hot Jazz Quartet for their
musical support and Cafe Gabriella for delicious food!

Super Stars Literacy - What’s New?
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YOUNG PROFESSIONAL
AND ALUMNI NETWORK

Super Stars Literacy (SSL) is proud to partner with

The Young Professionals and Alumni Network of Super

fundraiser! 10% of all admissions will go directly to SSL.

Stars Literacy (SSL) is a growing group dedicated to

There will also be a raffle for a painting donated by

support our mission to transform lives through reading.

Pinot’s Pallet with all proceeds going to SSL.

From real estate to social work, our group is active in

Join us for an evening of
wine and art!

diverse fields, and committed to our children.
Through small and quick fundraising events along
with volunteerism, YPAN members are able to
mobilize extra support for SSL in untapped networks.
Alum of our Americorps program possess informed
perspectives on the needs of Oakland students and
take our work to heart.
YPAN members have an excellent opportunity for
team building and developing leadership. Join now and
help SSL in new and exciting ways!
Contact: Evan Robinson, Development Associate,
erobinson@superstarsliteracy.org

Super Stars Literacy - What’s New?

Pinot’s Pallet in Alameda for a fun and relaxing

Saturday, May 19th 2018
2:30pm - 5:00pm

For more information contact:
Evan Robinson, Development Associate
erobinson@superstarsliteracy.org
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BRIDGE HOUSING HOMEWORK
HELP CLINIC: PILOT PROJECT
In partnership with Bridge Housing, Super Stars
Literacy launched its first homework center
on March 17, 2017 at Chestnut Linden Housing
complex. The SSL Homework Center offers a safe
after-school study environment to children and
teens, grades PreK-12, whose many circumstances
place them at-risk for academic deficiency. The
Homework Center is located in the heart of the
community, in the Resident Center Building giving
these students access to education right at their
doorsteps. The homework center provides students
with a quiet, safe place to study when their
alternatives are limited. In addition to homework
help, the SSL center also provided students with
free books, school supplies, and healthy snacks.

Everyday I come home from school and run to my
cousin’s house so she can bring her homework
with me to the center. It is so much more fun to
do our homework with you than at home alone
Jesus, 2nd Grade student
JESUS
2ND GRADE STUDENT

Super Stars Literacy - What’s New?
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Celebrating
our Past,
Investing
In Our Future
WHAT WE BELIEVE – 15 YEARS
OF SUPER STARS LITERACY

As a foster and adoptive parent, I have long known that the educational
opportunities in our communities are not equally distributed; too many of
our youngest children are not given the chance to learn reading and study
skills at the most critical stage of their development. Super Stars Literacy
is a champion of change for many of these kids. I served on the board of
Super Stars Literacy from 2011-2014 because it allowed me to contribute to
that change beyond my little family.”

20

DARIN JENSEN
PROFESSOR OF CARTOGRAPHY, UC BERKELEY

In 2002, when Super Stars Literacy
was a project of the Junior League
of Oakland East Bay, I tutored in
the Kindergarten class at Hoover
Elementary to share the love of reading
given to me by my parents. Books have
taken me to places I have yet to visit,
and have given me a glimpse inside the
hearts and minds of people I’ll never
have the chance to meet. Sharing the
excitement of a Super Stars student as
they begin to recognize letters, then
words and then meanings is a rare gift
and an experience to treasure.
KIM MCATEE
MBA, PACIFIC UNION REALTY

Super Stars Literacy - Celebrate and Invest
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Reading has always been a huge part of my life,
but until I was introduced to Super Stars Literacy
as a Junior League member, I had no idea how
crucial early literacy is to a child’s future success,
nor did I realize how many students don’t have the
opportunity to develop these skills. I immediately
wanted to be part of solving this problem, and over
the years, I have seen firsthand how this program
truly changes lives. I continue to support Super Stars
Literacy because I believe that every child should
have the resources they need to be successful in
school and in life.
JENNIFER GRAVES,
ACTING GRANTS MANAGER, CLIMATE AND LAND USE ALLIANCE

Super Stars Literacy and I found each other in 2007.
When I visited my first SSL classroom, the power of the
program in developing our students’ basic language and
social/emotional skills was clearly evident. I’m proud
of SSL’s success in helping thousands of students from
underserved communities become lifelong learners.
Through the vagaries of political change, the mission of
Super Stars Literacy to help young learners bridge the
achievement gap remains more critical than ever.

When I think about Super Stars Literacy two words come to
mind...dedication and passion. The group leaders and staff
members alike exhibit these qualities every day relentlessly.
Whether it’s at a school site or the Super Stars office
everyone is ready to do their part in ensuring that children in
Oakland, Hayward, and Newark receive the literacy support
they need to become stronger readers.
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DEMETRIA JACKSON
TEACHER, SAN LEANDRO, CA

I was drawn to SSL’s vision to support young readers in a
safe learning community through the work of caring teachers
and volunteers. I continue to support the mission today
because I have seen the mutual impact for the many children
and who have been served and worked on behalf of SSL,
teachers, volunteers, family members. The work is about
growing our children in heart and mind and I’ve seen equal
measures of that transformation for the SSL community. This
larger SSL community, children and adults, amassed over
these 15 years is an immeasurable extension of the important
work happening daily in our classrooms.
ROSE LYNN ABESAMIS-BELL
PROGRAM DIRECTOR, SUPER STARS LITERACY

MIKE MOWERY
NATIONAL DIRECTOR OF ENCORE FELLOWSHIPS NETWORK, ENCORE

Super Stars Literacy
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Strategic Plan Overview:
SSL’s 2020 Strategic Plan will build and stabilize all aspects of our organization through four
long-term strategic goals, positioning Super Stars Literacy to successfully scale our program,
enabling us to reach more students while deepening our impact.
FOCUS AREA

2018 ANNUAL GOALS

FIVE-YEAR GOAL

PROGRAM MODEL

Evaluate the Program Manager operational
responsibilities and recommend alternative
models for scale and sustainability

Create a scalable operating model through
process standardization, systems automation,
& an expandable staffing model.

PROGRAM IMPACT

Improvement in English Language Learner
growth indicators and 2nd grade literacy from
beginning of school year & across all years

Help more children learn to read read at key
benchmark levels by developing long-term
partnerships and strengthening high impact
areas of intervention.

PEOPLE & TALENT

Increase Post-Service Support for AmeriCorps
Members. Modify as needed.
Provide resources, support & training to Board
of Directors. Modify as needed.
Strengthen major donor initiative

FINANCIAL

Super Stars Literacy - Strategic Plan Overview

Expand & develop Young Professional Alumni
Network for fundraising and special events

Recruit, engage, and retain the most talented
and mission focused people at every level of
the organization.

Sustainable annual revenue increase to
support expansion and stabilize financial
position.

15th Anniversary Annual Report | 2016–2017
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92
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of the children Improved literacy skills
that exceeded our literacy outcome goal

Super Stars Literacy
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Super Stars Literacy
Alumni- From After
School to Advocates
AmeriCorps is a federally funded program that

Since 2012, annually a team of AmeriCorps members

supports a wide range of local service programs

participate in Super Stars Literacy as Group Leaders.

by providing grants to a network of local and

Group Leaders (GLs) are full-time AmeriCorps

national organizations and agencies committed

members who provide during and after school

to using national service to address critical

literacy intervention instruction. During the day, GLs

community needs in education, public safety,

work with classroom teachers to provide one-on-one

health, and the environment. Each of these

and small group intervention support. After school,

organizations and agencies uses AmeriCorps

GLs run programming with a class of 16 students with

funding to recruit, place, and supervise

support from their Program Manager. Throughout the

AmeriCorps members in intensive service

year, GLs connect families with resources to support

positions where they learn valuable work skills,

literacy opportunities.

earn money for education, and develop an
appreciation for citizenship.

Super Stars Literacy - Revenue and Expenses
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David Hampian
“My experience with Super Stars Literacy was one
of great personal and professional growth. Working
alongside such a passionate, mission-driven staff
was inspiring, and it helped me put my best foot
forward every day in the classroom. My experiences
with the children SSL serves was life changing.
I came back to the Super Stars Literacy board
because our mission is not done. I knew that the
core of SSL will never stop working towards this
goal, and that’s the type of organization I want to
align myself with.”

Super Stars Literacy
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Frankey Johnson
As someone who was raised in the Catholic Church,
the spirit of service was ingrained in me from a
very young age. From the time I was 16-years-old
through adulthood I have never been without a
volunteer position, with the exception of my two
years of service with Super Stars Literacy. It was a
natural transition to go from being a group leader to
volunteering with Super Stars Literacy.
The ills of our world cannot be resolved until there
is equity in education; this equity is not possible
without organizations like Super Stars that rely
heavily both on donations and volunteer hours in
order to operate. I hope to continue to be a small
part of the team working towards this end.

27

Super Stars Literacy
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Revenue and Expenses

REVENUE

Super Stars Literacy - Revenue and Expenses

AmeriCorps Grant
School Contracts
Other Government Funding
Grants
Individual Donations
Gala
In-Kind Contributions

$
$
$
$
$
$
$

352,961
260,697
60,065
429,250
386,369
206,636
254,802

Total:

$ 1,950,780
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EXPENSES

Super Stars Literacy - Revenue and Expenses

Salaries and Wages
Employee Taxes and Benefits
Rent
School Facilities (In-Kind)
Program
Development
Travel and Meetings
Office Expense
Professional Fees
Other Operating Expenses

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

Total:

$ 1,803,073

		

1,001,353
169,711
39,791
222,024
153,822
107,608
16,709
46,195
17,500
28,360
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Marcus Varela,
Super Stars Literacy Board Secretary

Marcus Varela is a CPA, Navy veteran, proud
father and Secretary of the Board for Super
Stars Literacy. But once he was in elementary
school, and his teacher wrote a letter. Decades
later, that letter would change his life...

Super Stars Literacy
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“After graduating from the Latino Board Leadership Academy, I was searching for a non-profit to serve on its
board of directors. I met with several great organizations, but had a difficult choice ahead. During that time,
I came across a letter my mother had saved for me from my childhood. The letter was from a woman who
worked in the reading literacy program at the elementary school I attended in the second and third grade.
The letter was a progress report written to my mother saying that the program leader was proud that I had
advanced so far and that I no longer needed the program. She commented about not believing I was the same
little boy who had come to her two years ago.
After reading this letter, I realized that without that program I would have had a vastly different future than the
one I presently have now. After finding the letter, I knew that I had to support an organization like Super Stars
Literacy, because I knew the firsthand effects of a program like that. It was like life had come full circle and fate
had brought me not only to my letter, but also to this program...
We need your help to continue to provide the great programming Super Stars Literacy offers. The more
children we support the larger the impact we will have, not only in the lives of the children, but in all those who
cross paths with them. Please join me in generously supporting this great organization and take part in the
shaping of a child’s future.
Thank you!
Humbly,
Marcus Varela, CPA

Super Stars Literacy
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Thank you! To our Generous
Donors for your transformative
support in 2016-2017!
$50,000+

Bernard E. & Alba Witkin Charitable Foundation

$50,000+

Andrew Okun & Julia Blanchard

Quest Foundation

Cisco Systems Foundation

Robin Silva

Clorox Company Foundation
Despeaux Good Works Fund, a donor advised fund of

$25,000 - $49,999

the East Bay Community Foundation

East Bay Community Foundation

Fleishhacker Foundation

Encore.org

Amie & Stephen Gray

Carla Koren

Irene S. Scully Family Foundation

Morris Stulsaft Foundation

Marcus Varela

The Stocker Foundation

Tiffany Yu

Warriors Community Foundation

$5,000 - $9,999

$10,000 - $24,999

Barrios Trust

Anonymous

Cargill

Banks Family Foundation

Mary Castagnozzi & Phillip Bush

Super Stars Literacy - Donors
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Jolene Chen

$1,000 - $2,499

Kevin Jacobsen

Sandi Adams

Pacific Gas and Electric Company

Albertsons Companies Foundation Grant

Megan & Umang Shah

Beth & John Allen

$2,500 - $4,999

Judith & Gregory Anderson
Patricia Barthe

David Anderson, M.D. & Beichen Li

James & Bonnie Bell

Brett Barron

Larry & Ruth Bercovich

Brickyard Berridge Fund

Bridgewater Associates, LP, IHO Ted Huntley

Beth Chang

Barbara & Michael Conley

Erin Constantine

CSAA Insurance Group IHO Marcus Varela

GIFT (Gentlemen’s Invitational Fundraising Tournament)

Give Something Back Foundation, a donor advised
fund of the East Bay Community Foundation

Jill & Tom Godsey
Susan and Richard Hare Family Foundation
IHO Mindy and Bill Bush

Google, Inc.

Ingrid Lamirault

Mary Haak-Frendscho

Lowell Berry Foundation

Gena Harper

Oakland Berkeley Association of Realtors

Laurent Harrison

William Owens

John Hartog

Ross Dress for Less

Patricia Heimburger

Suresh Sachdev

Helsing-Simons Foundation

Jerad & Caeli Slagle

John & Amy Hiestand

Anonymous

Brenna Johnson

Allison & Jason Gremillon

Kinder Morgan Foundation

Super Stars Literacy - Donors
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Kiwanis Club of Moraga Valley Foundation

Valerie Bapstiste

Tony Knudsen

Susan Barnes

Stephanie Komaru

Kelvin and Joan Booty

Karen Meryash

Louann Carlomagno

Morgan Stanley Foundation IHO Carla Koren

Virginia Chapman

Oakland Literacy Coalition

Charles Schwab

Carla Oakley & Kevin McCarthy

Sapan Chokshi

Oshay Family Foundation

Community Safety Foundation

Piedmont Area Republican Women

Dirk & Janet Cotter

Lesley Pulaski & Phillip Fitzwater

CSAA Insurance Group

Ruchira Shah

Shawn Cully

John Shrewsberry

Jennifer Darcangelo

Diane Stevenson

Ashish Desai

Suzanne Ah-Tye & Donald Tamaki

Megan Deverel

Weisner Steel Products, Inc.

Dirty Bird Lounge

Charles & Catherine Wilmoth Family Fund

Nancy & Hugh Ditzler
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Guin Doner

$250 - $999

Guinevere Doner

Rose Lynn Abesamis-Bell

Barbara Eddy

Jessica Andrews

Alice Fishman

Anonymous

Jennifer & Paul Graves

Anonymous

Scott Haber

Anonymous

David Hampian

Chris Banke

Herbert Heyneker

Super Stars Literacy - Donors
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David Allen-Hughes

John Polito

Cory Hunt

Ernest and Jane Reddick

Jeff Jacobs & Margaret Wiegert

Larry Rogers

Anthony James

Nikhil Sachdev

David Kaplan
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